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We consider a family of natural variational problems in the Grassmannian of a
C*-algebra with trace which can be considered as slightly degenerate Finsler
metrics. We show that all these problems have as solutions the standard geodesics
and that the short standard geodesics are absolute minima of the functionals
restricted to a special class of curves.  2000 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we solve a family of natural variational problems in the
Grassmann manifold of a C*-algebra A with a faithful trace. The paper
can be read in two ways, with completely different flavors, depending on
whether or not the C*-algebra in question is finite dimensional.
The finite dimensional case. If A is finite-dimensional, then each
connected component of the Grassmannian of A is an ordinary (real or
complex) Grassmann manifold Gk, n of k-planes in n-space or a product of
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these, and the calculus of variations comes from a Finsler metric on Gk, n .
There has been a recent resurgence in the study of Finsler manifolds, (see
[13] for a recent exposition of many different topics, and [14] for an
introductory exposition to modern Finsler Geometry), but the authors feel
that the theory is hampered by the lack of examples with computable
invariants. We produce a family of non-Riemannian Finsler metrics with
the same geodesics (including parametrization) as the standard Riemannian
metric, thus giving a partial solution to an inverse problem of the calculus of
variations for the Grassmannian with its standard geodesics. In particular,
these are global examples of Berwald metrics on the Grassmann manifolds.
Recall that a Finsler manifold X is said to be of Berwald type if its geodesic
spray comes from the geodesics of a linear connection in X.
The infinite dimensional case. By the GelfandNaimark Theorem (see
[6]) we may consider A as a closed subalgebra of the algebra L(H ) of
bounded linear operators of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space H, and
the Grassmannian of A can be identified with a submanifold of the set of
subspaces of H. In this case, the paper may be considered as a continuation
of the study of the differential geometry of operator spaces from the point
of view of homogeneous reductive spaces (see for example [8, 9, 11, 12]).
In particular, the main theorem in [8] can be deduced from this work (in
the case of C*-algebras with a faithful trace). Let us remark that if A is
infinite-dimensional, the topology of its Grassmannian may be unusual.
For example in [9], Porta and Recht present a C*-algebra A with trace,
with an element \ of its Grassmann manifold which is unitarily conjugated
to its opposite &\ (i.e., there exists a unitary element u in A such that
u\u*=&\) but the reflections \ and &\ lie in different connected com-
ponents of the Grassmannian (this curious \ is deduced from the Hopf
fibration S3  S 2).
In what follows we give a precise dimension independent description of
the paper.
Fix an integer n=1, 2, ... and denote
Fp(a)=&a& p=(Tr(a*a)n)1p, for a # A, p=2n.
This Fp is the p-norm of Schatten in A (see [1, 4, 5, 15]). Note that & }&2
is the standard Euclidean norm, and that lim p   &X& p is the operator
norm of X, which we denote by &X& (see Lemma 4.9 in Section 4).
The Grassmann Manifold Gr(A) of a C*-algebra A is by definition the
set
Gr(A)=[\ # A | \2=1, \*=\],
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i.e., the set of unitary reflections which forms a (Banach) submanifold of A.
Alternatively Gr(A) can be described as
Gr(A)=[p # A | p2=p, p*=p],
i.e., the set of orthogonal proyections of A and the afine bijection \=2p&1
takes us from one form to the other. If we consider the case where A is
represented as a closed subalgebra of L(H) for some Hilbert space H, then the
correspondence given by p [ Image(p) identifies Gr(A) with a submanifold
of the set of subspaces of H.
We introduce in Gr(A) a Finsler structure using the p-norm Fp in A as
follows: We measure the length fp(X ) of a tangent vector X # (T Gr(A))\
by
fp(X)= 12 Fp(X )=
1
2 &X& p .
The variational problems studied in this paper are described by the ‘‘p-length’’
functional
Lp(\)=|
1
0
fp(\* (t)) dt= 12 |
1
0
&\* (t)& p dt
when \(t) joins the fixed points \0 and \1 in Gr(A) and is piecewise C.
Observe that Lp(\) is the usual length of the curve \(t) in the Finsler
metric described above.
This metric is natural on Gr(A). Its convexity properties are quite
interesting; although it is degenerate in the sense that the Hessian of the
function Tr(a*a)n has nontrivial kernel at certain points, the unit disk of
each p-norm is strictly convex in the geometric sense: a tangent line to the
boundary intersects the unit disk only at the tangency point (see [15] for
a study of this phenomena). The authors believe that the fact that the
calculus of variations can be done in spite of the degeneracy is interesting
in itself and that these metrics deserve to be called Finsler metrics since via
small perturbations (see Appendix B) we provide examples of nondegenerate
Finsler metrics with the same geodesics as the standard one, and therefore
they are bona fide Berwald Finsler metrics. The main results of the paper
are
1. For every n and p=2n, the extremals of the problem are the usual
geodesics joining \0 and \1 , (Theorem 3.3 in Section 3).
2. If \0 and \1 are sufficiently close, then the functional Lp restricted
to nonwandering curves (see Definition 4.3 in Section 4), has a unique
minimum, which is attained at the unique nonwandering geodesic joining
\0 and \1 , see Theorem 4.8 in Section 4.
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As an application of Theorem 4.8 we give an alternative proof, in the
context of C*-algebras with trace (see Theorem 4.10 in Section 4) of the
minimality Theorem (presented in [8]) for the operator norm, namely: If
\0 and \1 are sufficiently close, then the (nondifferentiable) functional L
given by
L(\)=|
1
0
&\* (t)& dt,
has a unique minimum, which is attained in the unique nonwandering
geodesic joining \0 and \1 .
After this introduction the paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we
give the necessary preliminaries concerning the geometry of the Grassmannian
as an homogeneous reductive space. The basic reference we use for the natural
geometry of Gr(A) is [12]. In Section 2 the geometry of the unit ball of
the norm fp is studied. In Section 3 we present the computation of the first
variation formula for the functional Lp and show that the extremals are the
standard geodesics. In Section 4 we conclude proving the minimality
theorems.
In Appendix A, Theorem A.11 shows the equivalence between the usual
definition of length of an arc (given by the integral of the size of the velocity
vector) and the ancient notion of the Greeks where the length of an arc is
the limit of the lengths of polygonals made of small straight segments inscribed
in the arc. In the theorem the velocity is measured with any continuous Finsler
metric and the term ‘‘straight segments’’ refers to geodesic arcs of any smooth
connection.
In Appendix B we construct nondegenerate Finsler metrics with the same
geodesics as the standard metric, therefore these are global examples of
Berwald metrics in the Grassmannian.
1. SOME ASPECTS OF THE NATURAL GEOMETRY OF Gr(A)
As was said in the Introduction, we fix the C*-algebra A with the
faithful trace Tr. We let
Gr(A)=[\ # A | \2=1, \*=\]
be the concrete version of the Grassmann manifold that we will use. The
reference for the statements that follow is [12]. First, we note that the
orbits under the unitary group U of A (which are openclosed in Gr(A))
are homogeneous spaces. Explicitly;
Lg \= g \ g&1, for g # U, \ # Gr(A)
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Under this action, the isotropy group I\0 of \0 # Gr(A) is
I\0=[g # U | g \0=\0 g],
i.e., the commutant of \0 in U. Infinitesimally, we have the Banach space
decomposition
(TU)1=Aant=(TI\0)1 H\0 ,
where Aant is the set of antisymmetric elements of A (a*=&a) and
where
(TI\0)1=I\0=[a # A | a*=&a and a \0=\0 a]
H\0=[a # A | a*=&a and a \0=&\0 a].
The horizontal space H\0 at \0 has the invariance property:
ih&hi=[i, h] # H\0 for all i # I\0 , and all h # H\0 .
With this choice of horizontal spaces H\0 for each \0 , the orbits in Gr(A)
by the action of the unitary group U become homogeneous reductive
spaces (see [11]).
Given any C*-algebra A and a reflection \ # A, the subspaces
A0=[a # A | a \=\ a]; A1=[a # A | a \=&\ a]
produce a decomposition of A as a graded algebra over Z2 , A=A0 A1 ,
where the decomposition is given as follows: Consider the projection p
given by p= \+12 # A then any a # A is written as,
a=a0 a1=[pap+(1&p) a(1&p)][(1&p) ap+pa(1&p)]
and one readily checks that ai # Ai for i=0, 1. The term graded algebra
over Z2 refers to the fact that if A0 A0 /A0 , A1A0 /A1 , A0 A1 /A1 and
A1A1 /A0 . For i=0, 1 we say that the elements of Ai have degree i with
respect to \.
Lemma 1.1. If a anticommutes with some reflection \, i.e., a is any
element of degree 1 with respect to some \, then Tr(a)=0.
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Proof. Immediate from the following calculations,
Tr(a)=Tr(\2a)=Tr(\\a)
=Tr(\a\) using Tr(AB)=Tr(BA)
=Tr(&a\2) using \a=&a\
=Tr(&a)=&Tr(a) K
Remark. The elements of the horizontal space
H\0=[a # A | a*=&a and a \0=&\0 a]
have degree 1 with respect to \0 . By the previous lemma the elements of
H\0 have zero trace.
The differential of the projection
?\0 : U  Gr(A), ?\0(g)= g \0 g
&1
at g=1, has a unique right inverse K\0 : (T Gr(A))\0  (TU)1 with values
in H\0 :
K\0(X )=&
1
2 \0 X, for X # (T Gr(A))\0 ,
which is the 1-form (with values in A) of the canonical connection on
Gr(A). With the 1-form above, we define parallel transport as follows (see
[12]): Given the path \(t), we solve the transport equation
g* =K\(t)(\* ) g, with g(t0)=1
and define the isomorphism
{ t1t0 : (T Gr(A))\(t0 )  (T Gr(A))\(t1 )
by { t1t0(X )= g(t1) X g(t1)
&1 to be the parallel transport along \(t) from t0 to
t1 (note that g(t) # U since K\(t)(\* (t)) is antisymmetric). Observe that this
parallel transport is invariant under the action of U in the following sense:
Given a curve \(t) in Gr(A) and h # U fixed, consider the parallel transport
{tt0 along \(t) and the parallel transport {
t
t0
along Lh\(t)=\ (t), then the
following diagram commutes,
(TLh )\(t0 ) (TLh )\ (t)
(T Gr(A))\(t0) ww
{tt0 (T Gr(A))\(t)
(T Gr(A))\ (t0) ww
{ tt0 (T Gr(A))\ (t)
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Defining the covariant derivative of a tangent field X(t) along the path \(t)
as
D X
dt } t=t0=
d
dt } t=t0 ({
t
t0
)&1 X(t)
we get the formula
D X
dt
=X4 +
\
2
(VX+XV ), with V=\* , (1.1)
where X4 = d Xdt is the usual derivative of the function t [ X(t) from R to A.
It is clear then that the curve
#(t)=e&(12) t \0 X\0 e(12) t \0 X
is the geodesic through \0 with \* (0)=X (because its velocity V is parallel:
D V
dt =0).
We conclude this section with some remarks about the Finsler structure
of Gr(A). As we indicated in the Introduction, the Finsler norms that we
study in Gr(A) are given by even numbers p=2n. Given X # (T Gr(A))\ ,
we measure its length fp(X ) as the p-norm of K\(X )= 12 \ X # A, so we put
fp(X )=&K\(X)& p=(Tr(K\(X )* K\(X))n)12n
= 12 (Tr(X )
p)1p.
It is clear that this norm is invariant under the action of U and in particular,
it follows that parallel transport is isometric because the parallel transport
is given by the group action.
2. THE p-NORMS OF SCHATTEN AND THEIR CONVEXITY
PROPERTIES
Here we present some important properties of the norms [Tr(a*a)n]1p
(with p=2n) in a C*-algebra with a faithful trace Tr. The first results here
are immediate consequences of the work in [15].
The Hessian of Tr(a*a)n at a # A has been studied in [15]. Since
2pEp(a)=Tr(a*a)n then we have that Hessian of H(Ep)a at a # A satisfies
the formula (see [15])
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2 p H(Ep)a (b1 , b2)
=n Tr(b2*b1+b1*b2)(a*a)n&1
+n Tr :
l+m=n&2
(a*b1+b1*a)(a*a) l (b2*a+a*b2)(a*a)m.
If the elements a, b1 , and b2 # A were symmetric then we would have
2 p H(Ep)a (b1 , b2)
=n Tr(b2b1+b1b2)(a)2n&2
+n Tr :
l+m=n&2
(ab1+b1 a)(a)2l (b2a+ab2)(a)2m
= p Tr :
i+ j= p&2
b1 ai b2 a j
= p Tr _b1 :i+ j= p&2 a
i b2 a j& . (2.1)
For future use we present the following lemma,
Lemma 2.1. With the notation above in the case when a, b # A are
symmetric we have
2 p H(Ep)a (a, b)=2 p H(Ep)a (b, a)= p( p&1) Tr(ba p&1).
Proof. From the last formula above with b1=b and b2=a we have
2 p H(Ep)a (b, a)=2 p H(Ep)a (a, b)
= p Tr :
i+j= p&2
b ai a a j= p( p&1) Tr(b a p&1). K
The nullity of a symmetric bilinear form B on a vector space V is the
subspace N=[b # V | B(b, x)=0 \x # V]. The nullity (degeneracy) of the
Hessian of Tr(a*a)n has also been studied in [15], where the following
characterization of the nullity is shown:
Theorem 2.2. The Hessian of the mapping Tr(a*a)n, for n>1, is
degenerate at a along the direction b if and only if a*b=ba*=0 (=b*a=ab*).
The case n=1 is nondegenerate.
This theorem has the following corollary, which we shall need in this
paper in the context of symmetric elements in the algebra:
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Corollary 2.3. In the subspace Asym of symmetric elements of the
C*-algebra A, the Hessian of the mapping Ep(a)=2&p Tr(a) p, for p>2, is
degenerate at a along the direction b if and only if ab=0 (=ba). The case
p=2 is nondegenerate.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.2 taking the particular case of
symmetric elements both in the algebra and in the tangent space. K
For n=1, 2, 3, ... (and p=2n) the strict convexity of Ep(a)=Tr(a*a)n
has been shown and further studied in [15], from where the following
observation is taken:
Lemma 2.4. The mapping Ep(a)=Tr(a*a)n is strictly convex.
Proof. For any positive integer n, observe first that Ep : A  R is a
convex function, for Ep is the composition of the p-norm (which is a
convex function) with the monomial x p which is convex and nondecreasing
for x0.
In fact, the function Ep : A  R is strictly convex as the following argu-
ment shows. Suppose on the contrary that for some a1 {a2 in A, there
exists 0<t0<1 such that Ep(t0a1+(1&t0) a2)=t0Ep(a1)+(1&t0) Ep(a2).
We consider the polynomial h(t)=Ep(ta1+(1&t) a2)&tEp(a1)&(1&t) Ep(a2)
which has degree p=2n>1, it is nonpositive in [0, 1], it is convex, and it
has a local maximum at t0 (h(t0)=0). If the local maximum at t0 is strict
then we have a contradiction with the fact that h(t) is convex. On the other
hand, if the local maximum at t0 is not strict then we have an infinite
number of zeros of the polynomial h(t), which contradicts the fact that h
has degree larger than one. K
Lemma 2.4 has the following immediate corollary:
Corollary 2.5. For any r>0 the disk [Ep(a)r] is (geometrically)
strictly convex in the sense that this set lies strictly on one side of every tangent
hyperplane (except at the point of contact).
Proof. Suppose that the tangent hyperplane at a0 contains some other
point a1 with Ep(a1)r. Consider the polynomial h(t)=Ep(ta1+(1&t) a0),
which is strictly convex by Lemma 2.4. This function h would satisfy r<h(t)
for t>0 small, but r=h(0)=h(t0) for some 0<t01 and h would not be
a strictly convex function of t. K
Remark. The disk [Ep(a) 12p] coincides with [&a& p1], the unit disk
for the p-norm.
Now we present a generalized form of the CauchySchwarz inequality
(2.2) relating any strictly convex norm f in a vector space and the Hessian
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of the k th power Ek=[ f ]k of the norm f. The usual CauchySchwarz
inequality follows from this generalized CauchySchwarz inequality by
setting f an Euclidean norm and k=2. We shall use this inequality in the
case of a k-norm in the C*-algebra A.
Theorem 2.6. Let f be a differentiable, strictly convex norm in a vector
space V. Denote by Ek the kth power of the norm f,
Ek (X)=[ f (X )]k, for any X # V.
Let HV be the Hessian of Ek at V, then
|HV (V, X)|k(k&1) f (X ) Ek&1(V ) for all V, X # V (2.2)
with equality if and only if V and X are linearly dependent.
Proof. In the expression |HV (V, X )|k(k&1) f (X) Ek&1(V ) both
sides of the inequality are positively homogeneous of degree 1 in X, hence
it is enough to assume f (X )=1 and show that
|HV (V, X )|k(k&1) Ek&1(V) when f (X)=1.
The map Ek is positively homogeneous of degree k. By Euler’s theorem we
have, (dEk)V (V )=k Ek (V ). Now we take derivatives on both sides with
respect to V in the direction X and we get,

V
[(dEk)V (V )]=k(dEk)V (X ), hence
HV (V, X )+(dEk)V (X)=k(dEk)V (X ), hence
HV (V, X)=(k&1)(dEk)V (X ), and also (2.3)
HV (V, V)=k(k&1) Ek (V). (2.4)
Observe that if % # A satisfies f (%)=1, then by Euler’s Theorem, (dEk)% (%)
=kEk (%)=k and by the linearity of the differential we get (dEk)% (&%)=
&(dEk)% (%)=&k Ek (%)=&k. The strict convexity of the norm implies
that the unit sphere [ f (X )=1] is contained on one side of the hyperplane
(dEk)% (&)=k and also on one side of the hyperplane (dEk)% (&)=&k
hence
|(dEk)% (X )|k (2.5)
for all X in the unit sphere [ f (X )=1]. These hyperplanes touch the unit
sphere only in % and &%, respectively, then the equality |(dEk)% (X)|=k
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FIGURE 1
occurs if and only if X is \% as in Fig. 1. To complete this proof we shall
use the following lemma:
Lemma 2.7. For any 0{V # A and X # A and *{0, we have
|(dEk)*V (X )|=|*k&1| |(dEk)V (X)|.
Proof. Ek is positively homogeneous of degree k, i.e., Ek (*V)=
|*k| Ek (V ). Taking derivatives with respect to V along X we get
*(dEk)*V (X )=|*k| (dEk)V (X ),
hence
|(dEk)*V (X )|=|*k&1| |(dEk)V (X )|. K
Consider %= Vf (V ) , i.e., f (V ) %=V. The following calculations finish the
proof of the theorem:
|HV (V, X)|=(k&1) |(dEk)V (X)| (by equality 2.3)
=(k&1) |(dEk)( f (V) %) (X)| (because f(V)%=V)
=(k&1)[ f(V)]k&1 |(dEk)% (X)| (by Lemma 2.7)
(k&1)[ f(V)]k&1 k (by inequality 2.5)
=k(k&1) Ek&1(V) (since [ f (V)]k&1=Ek&1(V))
hence, |HV (V, X )|k(k&1) Ek&1(V ) as desired. K
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3. THE FIRST VARIATION FORMULA AND EXTREMALS:
GEODESICS ON THE GRASSMANNIAN
At the end of Section 1 we proposed a natural family of Finsler norms
fp on the Grassmannian Gr(A) of A namely,
fp(X )= 12 (Tr(X )
p)1p.
We recall that these norms are invariant under the action of the unitary
group of A and in particular the parallel transport for the connection on
Gr(A) is isometric.
We want to compute the extremals of the p-length functional Lp ,
Lp(#)=|
1
0
fp(#$(t)) dt.
Let 1(t, s): [0, 1]_(&=, =)  Gr(A) be a variation of a curve #: [0, 1] 
Gr(A) with fixed endpoints, i.e.,
1(t, 0)=#(t) \t # [0, 1]
{1(0, s)=#(0),= \s # [0, 1].1(1, s)=#(1)
We emphasize that the variation 1 is through piecewise smooth curves, i.e.,
for each fixed s the t-curve 1(t, s) is piecewise smooth. The ‘‘corners’’ part
of the first variation formula as in [2] will be essential in the minimality
theorem 4.8 in Section 4. Also, observe that the p-length functional is
invariant under reparametrizations. Therefore, from now on we assume
that for each s the t-curve 1(t, s) is parametrized on [0, 1] by a multiple
of p-arc-length, so that fp(1t) is independent of t.
Denote by $Lp(s) the variation
$Lp(s)=

s |
1
0
fp \1t + dt.
The extremals of Lp will be the curves # such that $Lp(0)=0 for all
variations 1 satisfying the conditions above.
To fix notation let V= 1t be the velocity vector field and W=
1
s be the
variation vector field.
Proceeding as usual in variational problems and recalling that
[Tr(V p)]1p=2 fp(V ) for any vector V tangent to Gr(A), we get
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$Lp(s)=|
1
0

s
fp(V ) dt
=
1
2 |
1
0

s
[Tr(V p)]1p dt
=
1
2 |
1
0
1
p
[Tr(V p)] (1p)&1

s
(Tr(V p)) dt
=
1
2 p |
1
0
1
fp(V ) p&1
Tr _\ s V+ V p&1& dt,
where we have used repeatedly the fact that Tr(AB)=Tr(BA) in order to
put the s-derivative in front of everything.
Note that since 1 is an algebra valued function which happens to take
values in the Grassmannian, we can interchange the derivatives and we
have that s V=

t W. Therefore,
$Lp(s)=
1
2 p |
1
0
1
fp(V ) p&1
Tr _\ t W+ V p&1& dt.
Let U=V( fp(V )) be the unit vector field in the direction of V. Note that
U is well defined since we have parametrized each curve by a multiple of
p-arc-length and therefore fp(V ){0 unless the curve is the trivial constant
curve. Then the variation can be read as
$Lp(s)=
1
2 p |
1
0
Tr _\ t W+ U p&1& dt.
We now assume that the variation 1 is smooth when restricted to each
open subinterval of a partition 0=t0<t1< } } } <tn=1. On each such
interval, we can integrate by parts, and we have that
2 p$Lp(s)| [ti&1 , ti ]=|
ti
ti&1
Tr \ t W+ U p&1 dt
=Tr(WU p&1)| titi&1&|
ti
ti&1
Tr \W t U p&1+ dt. (3.1)
Let us examine the term Tr(W t U
p&1). The derivative of the powers of U
decomposes as a sum,

t
U p&1= :
0kp&2
Uk \ t U+ U p&2&k.
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Now we can substitute the standard derivative by the covariant derivative.
The covariant derivative of a tangent field X(t) along the path 1(t, s) (with
s fixed) is given by Eq. (1.1),
D X
dt
=X4 +
1
2
(VX+XV ),
with velocity V=14 = 1t . Now taking X=U and fp(V )U=V we have
D U
dt
=

t
U+
1
2
( fp(V ) UU+Ufp(V) U )
=

t
U+ fp(V) 1 U2
hence t U=
D
t U& fp(V) 1U
2. Therefore,
Tr \W t U p&1+=Tr \W :0kp&2 U
k \ t U+ U p&2&k+
=Tr \W :
0kp&2
U k \Dt U+ U p&2&k+
&fp(V ) Tr \W :
0kp&2
Uk 1U2U p&2&k+
=Tr \W :
0kp&2
U k \Dt U+ U p&2&k+ ,
where the last equality comes from the fact that each term in the sum
Tr(0kp&2 WUk1U2U p&2&k) is zero, since each term WUk1U2U p&2&k
contains an odd number ( p is even) of degree 1 factors with respect to
1 # Gr(A) (U, W have degree 1) hence it has degree 1 with respect to 1
and therefore has trace zero by Lemma 1.1.
Finally, observe that the resulting expression for Tr(W t U
p&1) can be
written in terms of the Hessian of Ep=( fp) p by the results quoted in
Section 2 (identity 2.1),
Tr _W :
0kp&2
Uk \Dt U+ U p&2&k&=
2 p
p
H(Ep)U \W, Dt U+ .
Therefore, on each interval [t i&1 , ti] from Eq. (3.1) we have
2 p$Lp(s)|[ti&1, ti ]=Tr(WU
p&1)| titi&1&
2 p
p |
ti
ti&1
H(Ep)U \W, Dt U+ dt.
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Adding all these equations (intervals) together, we get
2 p $Lp(s)=& :
p
i=1
Tr(W, 2iU p&1)&
2 p
p |
1
0
H(Ep)U \W, Dt U+ dt,
where the symbol 2iU p&1 stands for the jump of U p&1 at the nondifferen-
tiability points:
2i U p&1=U(t+i )
p&1&U(t&i )
p&1.
The expression  pi=1 Tr(W, 2iU
p&1) can also be put in terms of the Hessian
of Ep :
:
p
i=1
Tr(W, 2i U p&1)= :
p
i=1
Tr(W, U(t+i )
p&1)&Tr(W, U(t&i )
p&1)
=
2 p
p( p&1)
:
p
i=1
2iH,
(see Lemma 2.1), where
2iH=H(Ep)U(t i+ ) (W, U(t
+
i ))&H(Ep)U(ti& ) (W, U(t
&
i )).
Note that the Hessian is evaluated at different points.
Theorem 3.1 (First variation formula 1). Let #: [0, 1]  Gr(A) be a
curve, and let 1 : (&=, =)_[0, 1]  Gr(A) be a variation with fixed endpoints.
Set W(t)= 1s | s=0 . Then
p $Lp(0)=&|
1
0
H(Ep)U \W(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+ dt&
1
p&1
:
p
i=1
2 iH.
We can redo the calculations above for a variation without fixed
endpoints. We find a slightly modified formula which includes two extra
terms that take into consideration the nonzero vectors W(0) and W(1).
Theorem 3.2 (First variation formula 2). Let #: [0, 1]  Gr(A) be
smooth curve, and let 1 : (&=, =)_[0, 1]  Gr(A) be a variation. Set
W(t)= 1s | s=0 . Then
p $Lp(0)=&|
1
0
H(Ep)U \W(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+ dt
&
1
p&1
:
p
i=1
2iH&H(Ep)U(0+)+H(Ep)U(1&) .
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Let us examine the geometrical meaning of the First variation formula.
The quantity Dt _$(t) is the covariant acceleration of a curve _. Since
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))
has unit speed, the term
&|
1
0
H(Ep)U \W(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+ dt
measures how the ‘‘geodesic curvature’’ of # influences its arc-length. The
term  pi=1 2i H measures the influences of ‘‘kinks’’ in the curve on its
p-arc-length.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 3.3. The extremals of the functional Ep are the standard geodesics.
Proof. The standard geodesics are clearly extremals, since they are smooth
and satisfy (D#$)(dt)=0. The converse is more subtle. The standard proof
of the converse (see, for example, Chap. 12 of [2]) does not apply to our
situation, since the degeneration of the Hessian means that H(Ep)U (X, X )
might be zero for some X{0. Our strategy proceeds through the following
assertions:
Assertion (1). If # is an extremal of Lp , then for all t # [0, 1] and every
vector field W(t) along #,
H(Ep)U \W(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+=0
Assertion (2). If # is an extremal of Lp , then # is smooth.
Assertion (3). Let #: [0, 1]  Gr(A) be a smooth curve satisfying that
for any vector field W(t) along #,
H(Ep)U \W(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+=0.
Then # is a geodesic, i.e. D#$dt =0.
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Proof of Assertion 1. Let # be a curve and assume that there exists a
vector field W(t) and a point {0 # (0, 1) such that # is smooth at {0 and,
without loss of generality,
H(Ep)U \W({0), Dt
#$({0)
fp(#({0))+>0.
Let Q(t)=,(t) W(t), where , is a smooth function with support concen-
trated around {0 and ,({0)=1 in such a way that
v The support of Q does not intersect the corner points of #.
v H(Ep)U (Q(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t)))0.
v H(Ep)U (Q({0), Dt
#$({0)
fp(#$({0))
)>0.
Then, for the vector field Q,
2 pp $Lp(Q)(0)=&|
1
0
H(Ep)U \Q(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+ dt&
1
p&1
:
p
i=1
2iH.
=&|
1
0
H(Ep)U \Q(t), Dt
#$(t)
fp(#$(t))+ dt<0,
and therefore # is not an extremal. K
Proof of Assertion 2. Let # be an extremal which is piecewise smooth
but is not smooth. Let {0 be a corner point of #. Set U(t)=#$(t) fp(#$(t)).
Let W(t) be a vector field satisfying the conditions:
v W({0)=U({0+).
v The support of W does not intersect any corner point other than {0 .
Such a vector field can be easily constructed (see Fig. 2) by setting W(t)=
,(t) S t{0 U({0
+), where , is an appropriate cut function and S t{0 U({0
+) is the
parallel transport of U({0+) along #. Then by the first assertion the integral
term of the first variation formula vanishes, and
2 pp( p&1) $Lp(W )(0)
=H(Ep)U({0+) (W({0), U({0
+))&H(Ep)U({0&) (W({0), U({0
&))
=H(Ep)U({0+) (U({0
+), U({0+))&H(Ep)U({0&) (U({0
+), U({0&)).
By homogeneity (see Eq. (2.4))
H(Ep)U({0+) (U({0
+), U({0+))= p( p&1) Ep(U({0+))= p( p&1).
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FIGURE 2
By the generalized CauchySchwarz inequality 2.6,
H(Ep)U({0&) (U({0
+), U({0&))<p( p&1) Ep&1(U({0&))= p( p&1).
Therefore, $Lp(W )(0)>0, which contradicts the fact that # is an extremal.
K
Proof of Assertion 3. We consider #(t) reparametrized by a multiple of
p-arc-length so that fp(#$(t)) is constant so we write the hypothesis with the
equation
H(Ep)#$(t) \W, D#$(t)dt +=0,
for any vector field W along #. The proof depends essentially on the
properties of the nullity of the Hessian of Ep , as expressed in Corollary 2.3.
We begin by translating everything to the origin #(0)=x # Gr(A) via
parallel transport. Define v(t)=S 0t (#$(t)), w(t)=S
0
t (W(t)). Then both v
and w are curves in the fixed vector space Tx Gr(A). Since the connection
and the parallel transport define each other by the relation
S 0t \DWdt } t=0+=
d
dt
S 0t (W(t))} t=0 ,
for any vector field W(t) on #, we have that
S 0t \D#$(t)dt +=v$(t).
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The parallel transport preserves the metric fp , it also preserves Ep the p th
power of fp , then the parallel transport also preserves the Hessian of Ep at
each point, so the equation
H(Ep)#$(t) \W, D#$(t)dt +=0
translates to
H(Ep)v(t) (w(t), v$(t))=0,
where v(t) and w(t) are curves in TxP, and w(t) is arbitrary. Then at each
t the element v$(t) # A is in the nullity of H(Ep)v(t) , hence by Corollary 2.3,
we have that v(t) v$(t)=0=v$(t) v(t) at each t. This implies that v2(t) is
constant for (v2(t))$=v(t) v$(t)+v$(t) v(t)=0. Now for symmetric elements
v(t) and v2(t) in the C*-algebra A, thought of as bounded operators on
some Hilbert space H via the GelfandNaimarkSegal Theorem (see for
example [6]) we have that the kernel of v(t) coincides with the kernel of
v2(t). Hence the kernel of v(t) is constant in H, i.e., kernel (v(t))=K/H
for all t. In the fixed decomposition of H=K= K the operator v(t) is
represented by the block matrix
\ :(t) 00 0 +
with :(t): K=  K= injective. Then v$(t) is represented by the block matrix
\ :$(t) 00 0 +
but the identity v(t) v$(t)=0 implies that :$(t): K=  K= is zero. Hence
v$(t)=0 for all t. Therefore, D#$dt =0. K
Assertions 1, 2, and 3 complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. K
5. MINIMALITY OF GEODESICS
In this section we investigate the minimality properties of the extremals
of the p-length functionals Lp . In the finite dimensional case the compact-
ness of the unit ball makes arguments as in Chapter 10 of [2] work. In this
case we have that given two points in the Grassmannian which are close
enough, there is a unique minimal geodesic joining them. The expresion
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‘‘minimal’’ is understood in terms of the p-length. In the infinite dimen-
sional case the situation is more complicated. We prove that the unique
geodesic joining two close points is the minimum of the p-length functional
restricted to a special class of curves, which we call ‘‘nonwandering.’’
Let X be a Finsler manifold, x # X, and U an open neighborhood of the
origin in TXx . We denote by Ux=expx(U ), when the exponential map is
an embedding when restricted to U.
Definition 4.1. A curve #/X emanating from x is said to be nonwander-
ing with respect to x if it is contained in some domain of injectivity Ux .
Such definitions make sense only if such ‘‘domains of injectivity’’ Ux
exists, and the bigger they are the better. In finite dimensions, it follows
from the general theory that Ux can be chosen to be an open and dense set
in X. In infinite dimensions, we have the following theorem for the Grassmann
manifold Gr(A):
Theorem 4.2. Let U=[v # T\ Gr(A) : &v&<?], 0\=[s # Gr(A) :
&\&s&<2], where the norm & }& refers to the operator norm. Then exp\ : U
 0\ is a diffeomorphism.
Proof. This may be deduced from [8]. K
Definition 4.3. A curve #/Gr(A) emanating from \0 # Gr(A) is said
to be nonwandering if it is contained in 0\0 .
Observe that by its very definition, given \0 , \1 # Gr(A) and \1 # 0\0 ,
there exists a unique nonwandering geodesic joining \0 and \1 . The main
result of this section (Theorem 4.8) says that given \0 , \1 # Gr(A) and
\1 # 0\0 , the unique nonwandering geodesic joining \0 and \1 has the
shortest p-length among nonwandering curves.
The first step is to show a triangle inequality for certain geodesic triangles.
Definition 4.4. A triangle in a space X is a triple (_1 , _2 , _3) of curves
_i : [ai , bi]  X, satisfying _i (b i)=_ i+1(ai), where i is taken mod 3.
Definition 4.5. A geodesic triangle in Gr(A) is a triangle such that
each curve of the triangle is a geodesic.
Let (#1 , #2 , #3) be a geodesic triangle. Denote by \0=#1(0). Observe that
the geodesics #1 and #3 can be lifted to T\0 Gr(A) (via the exponential
map) as straight lines from the origin. It is not clear, however, how to lift
the geodesic #2 .
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Definition 4.6. A geodesic triangle T=(#1 , #2 , #3) is said to be admissible
if there is a triangle 7=(_1 , _2 , _3) in T\0 Gr(A) such that exp 7=T and _1
_3 are straight lines from the origin of T\0 Gr(A).
Thus a geodesic triangle is admissible if it can be lifted, as a triangle, to
a triangle in T\0 Gr(A) with its first and third sides straight lines from the
origin, see Fig. 3.
The next theorem gives a triangle inequality for admissible geodesic
triangles.
Theorem 4.7. Let (#1 , #2 , #3) be an admissible geodesic triangle in the
Grassmannian. Denote by Li the p-length of #i . Then L1L2+L3 .
Proof. Let (#1 , #2 , #3) be an admissible geodesic triangle and assume
that we have lifted this triangle by the exponential to a triangle 7=(_1 , _2 , _3)
in T\0 Gr(A) with _1 and _3 straight lines from the origin.
Let us define a variation 1 with one free endpoint of the geodesic #2
through geodesics, namely 1 : [0, 1]_[0, 1]  Gr(A) given by 1(t, s)=
exp(t_3(s)). For each s # [0, 1], we have an admissible geodesic triangle
FIGURE 3
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(#1 , #s , s#3), where s#3 is the geodesic #3 restricted to the interval [s, 1].
Observe that at the end of the variation we have the trivial triangle
(#1 , #1 , 1#3) with third side of length zero. Also, if we denote by W(t, s)= 1s
the variation vector field, then W(1, s)=#$3(s), and therefore fp(W(1, s))=L3 .
We define l2(s)=Lp(#s) and l3(s)=Lp( s#3).
We will show that
d
ds
(l2(s)+l3(s))<0,
if there is no kink between #2 and #3 . Geometrically, if there is a kink
between #2 and #3 , the side #3(S) diminishes its p-length l3(s) faster than
the side #2 increases its p-length l2(s) (see Fig. 4). Therefore l2+l3 descends
through the variation down to L1 , which proves our assertion.
Note that l3(s)=(1&s) L3 . Therefore dds l3(s)=&L3 . On the other
hand, the first variation formula (free endpoint case, Theorem 3.2) tells us
that
p( p&1)
d
ds
l2(s)=H(Ep)U (W(1, s), U ),
where
U=
#$s(1)
fp(#$s(1))
is not parallel to W(1, s) unless there is no kink between #2 and #3 . Then,
by the generalized CauchySchwarz inequality of Theorem 2.6,
p( p&1)
d
ds
l2(s)<p( p&1) fp(W(1, s)) Ep&1(U )= p( p&1) L3 .
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Therefore dds (l2(s))<L3 , and
d
ds (l2(s)+l3(s))<0, which completes our
proof. K
There is a situation in which we can guarantee that a geodesic triangle
(#1 , #2 , #3) is admissible, lets say when all sides of the triangle are contained
in 0\0 , with \0=#1(0). This allows us to prove the main theorem of this
section:
Theorem 4.8. Let \0 # Gr(A), \1 # 0\0 . Denote by 4
0
\0 , \1
the space of
nonwandering (with respect to \0) piecewise smooth curves joining \0 and \1 .
Then the absolute minimum for the p&length functional Lp restricted to
40\0 , \1 is attained at the nonwandering geodesic joining \0 and \1 .
Proof. The reader is advised to look at Fig. 5, which helps to tell the
story of the proof better than words. Let _: [0, 1]  Gr(A) be a curve in
FIGURE 5
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40\0 , \1 and assume that _ is strictly shorter that the nonwandering geodesic
joining \0 and \1 . By Theorem A.11 in Appendix A, we can approximate
_ by a broken geodesic ’ joining \0 and \1 such that ’ is contained in
40\0 , \1 and ’ is still shorter than #\0 , \1 .
Let 0=t0<t1< } } } <tn=1 be a partition such that ’i=’| [ti , ti+1 ] is a
smooth geodesic, and let qi=’(ti+1). Observe that ’0=#\0 , q0 . Construct
curves +i , i=0, 1, ..., n&1 by first going from \0 to qi with #\0 , qi and then
continuing with ’|[ti+1 , 1] . Observe that +0=’, and +n&1=#\0 , \1 .
The geodesic triangle (#\0 , qi+1 , #\0 , qi , ’i+1) is admissible since it is
completely contained in 0\0 . Therefore, by the triangle inequality (see
Theorem 4.7),
p-length(#\0 , qi+1)<p-length(#\0 , qi )+ p-length(’i+1),
which shows that
p-length(+i+1)<p-length(+i),
and therefore p-length(#\0 , \1)<p-length(’), which contradicts the assump-
tion that ’ was shorter than #\0 , \1 . K
Using Theorem 4.8, we can give a new proof (in the case of a C*-algebra
with trace) of the minimality theorem for the L functional. This has been
proven in general in [8]. First, we need a lemma about the p-norms, which
is well known in the C*-algebra of n_n complex matrices: The p-norm of
a matrix tends to its operator norm as p tends to infinity. This fact is true
in the general case of a C*-algebra with a faithful trace. We present a
proof.
Lemma 4.9. Let A be C*-algebra with norm & }& and a faithful trace Tr
which gives the p-norm & }&p . Then for every X # A we have,
&X&= lim
p  
&X& p .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the above equality in the case where
X is symmetric: X=X* (since &X& p=& |X | & p where |X |=(X*X )12 is
symmetric). In this case, observe that the C*-algebra B generated by X
in A, is abelian and therefore we have the isometric isomorphism
B  C(Sp(X )), b [ b ,
of B onto the algebra of continuous complex functions on (the compact
set) Sp(X ), the spectrum of X. Therefore the restricction of Tr to B is a
positive linear form on C(Sp(X )) and so the trace of an element in B is
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computed by means of a Riemann integral of the corresponding function
on Sp(X ),
Tr(b)=|
Sp(X )
b (t) d+(t),
where + is a Radon measure on Sp(X ). Therefore
&b& p=\|Sp(X ) (b*b)@ n d+(t)+
1p
and the thesis of the lemma is then clear. K
Theorem 4.10. Let \0 # Gr(A), \1 # 0\0 . Then the nonwandering geodesic
joining \0 and \1 is the absolute minimum of the functional
L(\)=|
1
0
&\* (t)& dt.
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, the operator norm is the supremum of the p-norms,
&X&= lim
p  
&X& p .
It is clear by an approximation argument that Theorem 4.8 is also valid
for the operator norm: the nonwandering geodesic #\0 , \1 joining \0 and \1
is shorter in the operator norm than any other nonwandering curve joining
\0 and \1 .
However, in this case we can prove that #\0 , \1 is also an absolute mini-
mum. By the very definition of 0\0 (recall that 0\ is the exponential of the
ball of radius ? with respect to the operator norm) it follows that the
length of #\0 , \1 with respect to the operator norm is strictly less than ?. Any
wandering curve _ must first connect \0 with the boundary of 0\ , and the
segment of _ joining \0 with the boundary of 0\ has length (with respect
to the operator norm) not less than ?. K
APPENDIX A: THE CLASSICAL GREEK APPROACH TO LENGTH
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Theorem A.11, which justifies
the usual definition of the length of an arc as the integral of the size of the
velocity vector. The ancient way of the Greeks induces us to think of the
length of an arc as the limit of the lengths of polygonals inscribed in the
given arc made of ‘‘small straight segments.’’ More precisely this theorem
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asserts that the length L(|) (Definition A.2) of a curve | is the limit of the
length L(|P) (Definition A.6) of inscribed polygonals |P (made with
geodesic segments) given by $-partitions P with $  0 (Definition A.4).
In this Appendix, a map is said to be smooth if it is C1 in all its
variables. For curves, piecewise smooth means piecewise C 1. Let V be a
Banach space and 0 an open subset in V. Let F : T0=0_V  R be a
continuous Finsler norm on 0. Let Exp: M/T0  V_V be the smooth
exponential mapping associated to some connection in 0 defined in some
neighborhood M of the zero section on T0.
Definition A.1. We say that 00 /V is a small neighborhood for the
connection if any two points in 00 can be joined by a unique geodesic arc
contained in 00 .
We shall assume 0 a small neighborhood for the connection. We may
assume that M is small enough so that Exp is a diffeomorphism onto its
image (a vicinity of the diagonal). We consider the smooth map :: 0_0_
[0, 1]  0 given by the geodesic joining p to q, i.e. :( p, q, } ): [0, 1]  0 is
a ‘‘close’’ geodesic with p=:( p, q, 0) and q=:( p, q, 1).
Let |: [0, 1]  0 be a smooth curve.
Definition A.2. The length L(|) of | is defined by
L(|)=|
1
0
F(|(t), |* (t)) dt. (A.1)
If |: [0, 1]  0 is a piecewise smooth curve the length L(|) of | is
defined as the sum of the lengths of all the smooth segments of |.
Definition A.3. Given a piecewise smooth curve | a partition P of
[0, 1] relative to | is a finite increasing sequence in [0, 1], t0=0, <t1<t2
< } } } <tN(P)=1 which includes all the kinks (nondifferentiable points)
of |.
Definition A.4. For any $>0, a $-partition P of [0, 1] is a partition
t0=0, <t1<t2< } } } <tN(P)=1 of [0, 1] relative to | such that the
distance between consecutive elements ti&ti&1=2ti , is smaller than $.
For a fixed smooth curve |: [0, 1]  0 and any partition P, t0=0, <t1
<t2< } } } <tN(P)=1, we construct a polygonal path |P inscribed in | by
concatenation of geodesic arcs joining consecutive points indicated by P in
the image of |.
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Definition A.5. The polygonal path |P is given as
|P(u)={
11(u)
12(u)
b
1N(P)(u)
if
if
b
if
u # [t0 , t1]
u # [t1 , t2]
b
u # [tN(P)&1 , tN(P)],
(A.2)
where
1i (u)=: \|(t i&1), |(ti ), u&t i&12t i + for i=1, 2, ..., N(P).
Definition A.6. For a smooth curve |, the length L(|P) of |P is
defined by
L(|P)= :
N(P)
i=1
|
ti
ti&1
F(1i (u), 14 i (u)) du. (A.3)
In what follows we shall assume that the curve | can be smoothly
extended to the interval [0, 1+;] for some fixed ;>0, i.e. |: [0, 1+;]
 0. Let 1t, h : [0, 1]  0 be defined for t # [0, 1] and h # [0, ;] by
1t, h(s)=:(|(t), |(t+h), s)
Observe that for t=ti&1 and h=ti&t i&1=2ti we have,
1i (u)=1t, h \u&ti&12ti + , (A.4)
and the chain rule shows that with s=(u&ti&1)(2ti )
14 t, h(s)=2ti 14 i (u), (A.5)
and in particular,
14 t, h(0)=2ti 14 i (t i&1). (A.6)
Notice also that the change of variables above shows that
|
1
0
14 t, h(s) ds=|
ti
ti&1
2ti 14 i (u) du. (A.7)
We present some propositions about uniform approximations of some
quantities involved in the calculations of L(|) or L(|P).
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Proposition A.7. For any smooth arc |: [0, 1+;]  0 and any =>0
there exists $ # (0, ;) such that for all h # [0, $] and all t # [0, 1] we have
F(|(t), 14 t, h(0)&h|* (t))h =.
Proof. Let !: [0, 1]_[0, ;]  0 be defined by the condition exp|(t)(!(t, h))
=|(t+h). The exponential map is a local diffeomorphism hence the map
! is smooth in some compact set [0, 1]_[0, ;1]/[0, 1]_[0, ;]. We
observe that the geodesic 1t, h(s) is given by 1t, h(s)=exp|(t)(s !(t, h)) and
that the initial velocity 14 t, h(0) is just 14 t, h(0)=!(t, h). Lets remark that
14 t, 0(0)=!(t, 0)=0 # 0. Recalling that the differential of the exponential
mapping at any point is the identity map we consider the identity exp|(t)(!(t, h))
=|(t+h) and take the derivative with respect to h at h=0 to get,
!
h
(t, 0)=

h
(exp|(t)(!(t, h)))}h=0=

h
(|(t+h))} h=0=|* (t).
Now we look at 14 t, h(0)=!(t, h) and taking the derivative with respect to
h at h=0 we get
14 t, h(0)
h
(t, 0)=
!
h
(t, 0)=|* (t)
then we have that
14 t, h(0)&14 t, 0(0)
h
=|* (t)+R(t, h),
where
lim
h  0
14 t, h(0)&h |* (t)
h
= lim
h  0
R(t, h)
h
=0
for all t # [0, 1]. Recalling that 14 t, 0(0)=0 we observe that the map
g: [0, 1]_[0, ;1]  R given by
g(t, h)={F \|(t),
14 t, h(0)&h |* (t)
h + if h{0
0 if h=0
is continuous. Given that g(t, 0)=0 for all t # [0, 1], there exists a $>0
such that g(t, h)<= for all (t, h) # [0, 1]_[0, $], hence
F(|(t), 14 t, h(0)&h |* (t))=h g(t, h)<h =
for all (t, h) # [0, 1]_[0, $]. K
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Proposition A.8. For any smooth arc |: [0, 1+;]  0 and any =>0
there exists $ # (0, ;) such that for all h # [0, $] and all t # [0, 1] we have
}|
1
0
F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s)) ds&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0))}<=.
Remark. This proposition is immediate in the case that
|
1
0
F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s)) ds&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0))=0.
This occurs for example when the connection in 0 preserves the Finsler
norm F, so that the length of a geodesic arc is the length of the initial
velocity multiplied by the time elapsed.
Proof. We observe that
}|
1
0
F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s)) ds&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0))}
= }|
1
0
F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s))&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0)) ds}
|
1
0
|F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s))&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0))| ds,
hence it is enough to show that there exists $ # (0, ;) such that for all
h # [0, $] and for all t and s in [0, 1] we have,
|F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s))&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0))|<=.
Observe that the map 14 t, h(s)&14 t, h(0) is continuous with respect to t, h
and s, and limh  0 14 t, h(s)&14 t, h(0)=0 for all t and s in [0, 1]. Also the
map 1t, h(s)&|(t)=1t, h(s)&1t, h(0) is continuous with respect to t, h, and
s, and limh  0 1t, h(s)&1t, h(0)=0 for all t and s in [0, 1]. By hypothesis
the Finsler norm F is continuous hence we can find $ # (0, ;) so that for all
h # [0, $] and for all t and s in [0, 1] we have
|F(1t, h(s), 14 t, h(s))&F(|(t), 14 t, h(0))|<=. K
Proposition A.9. For any smooth arc |: [0, 1]  0 and any =>0 there
exists $>0 such that for every $-partition P we have that
|L(|)&L(|P)|<=.
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Proof. For the =>0 given, choose $1 so that for any $1 -partition P of
[0, 1], the Riemann sum
:
N(P)
i=1
2ti F(|(ti&1), |* (t i&1))
is =3 close to L(|)=
1
0 F(|(t), |* (t)) dt, i.e.,
}L(|)& :
N(P)
i=1
2ti F(|(t i&1), |* (t i&1))}<=3 . (A.8)
By Proposition A.7, choose $2>0 so that for any $2 -partition P of [0, 1]
F(|(t i&1), 14 t, h(0)&2ti |* (t i&1))<2ti
=
3
,
for t=ti&1 and h=2ti . By equality (A.6), 2t i 1i4 (ti&1)=14 t, h(0) so we
have,
F(|(t i&1), 14 i (ti&1)&|* (t i&1))<
=
3
.
Multiplying by 2ti , adding up and using the triangle inequality we get,
} :
N(P)
i=1
2tiF(|(t i&1), 14 i (t i&1))& :
N(P)
i=1
2ti F(|(t i&1), |* (t i&1))}<=3. (A.9)
By Proposition A.8 and identities (A.5), (A.7), and (A.6), given =>0 we
can choose $3 # (0, ;) so that for any $3 -partition we have that
} |
ti
ti&1
F(1i (u), 14 i (u)) du&2ti F(|(t i&1), 14 i (ti&1)) }2ti =3 .
Adding up and using the triangle inequality we get
} :
N(P)
i=1
|
ti
ti&1
F(1i (u), 14 i (u)) du& :
N(P)
i=1
2ti F(|(ti&1), 14 i (t i&1))} =3 ,
or equivalently,
}L(|P)& :
N(P)
i=1
2ti F(|(t i&1), 14 i (ti&1)) } =3 . (A.10)
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Finally, given =>0 we choose $=min[$1 , $2 , $3] from the $$is above. For
any $-partition P of [0, 1] the inequalities (A.8), (A.9), and (A.10) hold.
The triangle inequality shows that
|L(|)&L(|P)|<=. K
Let V be a Banach space with a connection. Let F: TV  R be a
continuous Finsler norm on V.
Definition A.10. Given any piecewise smooth curve |: [0, 1]  V, we
say that a partition P relative to | is well fitted to | in the connection if
every pair of consecutive points |(ti ) and |(t i+1) belongs to some domain
of injectivity for the exponential of the connection (a small neighborhood).
If P is well fitted to |, the polygonal |P is defined similarly to the one
constructed in Definition A.5. The following theorem is a useful generaliza-
tion of Proposition A.9.
Theorem A.11. For any piecewise smooth arc |: [0, 1]  V and any
=>0 there exists $>0 such that for every $-partition P we have that
|L(|)&L(|P)|<=
Proof. The length L(|) is expressed as the sum
L(|)= :
K
j=1
L(|j ),
where each |j is one of the K smooth segment of |. The piecewise smooth
arc |: [0, 1]  V is continuous hence there exists a $1>0 such that any
$1 -partition P is well fitted to |. By Proposition A.9 there exists $>0
(with $<$1) such that
|L(|j)&L(|j P)|<
=
K
for all j : 1 ..K with |j P) the restriction to |j of the partition P. Then for
any $-partition P relative to | we have
|L(|)&L(|P)| :
K
j=1
|L(|j)&L(|j P) |<=. K
Remark. In the proofs of this section the connection in V is not explicitly
used but only the smooth diffeomorphism Exp from some neighborhood M
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of the zero section in TV to some neighborhood of the diagonal of V_V,
Exp: M/TV  V_V.
APPENDIX B: NON-DEGENERATE FINSLER METRICS
In this appendix we deform the metrics constructed in this article in
order to produce nondegenerate Finsler metrics on Gr(A) with standard
geodesics.
We restrict ourselves to the finite-dimensional case, and since all
topologies given by the p-norms coincide, we can assume that if two points
\0 , \1 are close enough, then the unique nonwandering geodesic from \0 to
\1 minimizes all p-lengths of curves joining \0 and \1 .
Given a vector a=(a1 , ..., ar) with all entries nonnegative real numbers,
we define
Fa(X )=- &X&22+a1 &X&2p1+ } } } +ar &X&
2
pr
,
where each pi is some even number. Then we have
Theorem B.1. The norms Fa are strictly convex in the usual sense, and
they have the same geodesics as the standard Riemannian metric on Gr(A).
Therefore the metrics Fa are true Finsler metrics of Berwald type in the
Grassmannian.
Proof. Let Ea= 12 F
2
a . Strict convexity is equivalent to the positivity of
the Hessian of Ea . But
H(Ea)=H( f 22)+ :
r
i=1
ai H( f 2pi ).
Since f2 is Riemannian, the Hessian H( f 22) is positive definite. Since each
norm fp is strictly convex, the rest of the Hessians are nonnegative. There-
fore Fa is strictly convex in the usual sense.
Now we prove that the geodesics of Fa are the standard geodesics. Let
#: [a, b]  Gr(A) be a geodesic of Fa . Since Fa is strictly convex and we
are in finite dimensions, all the classical calculus of variations apply and #
restricted to a small enough subinterval is actually length minimizing. We
will show that short enough curves that minimize length with respect to Fa
must be standard geodesics.
The arguments in Chapter 12 of [2] actually apply verbatim to the
Finsler case, and a curve parametrized by a multiple of arc-length is a
minimum of the length if and only if it is a minimum of the action functional
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Ea(\)=|
1
0
Ea(\* (t)) dt
=|
1
0
&\* (t)&22+ :
r
i=1
ai |
1
0
&\* (t)&2pi .
But each summand is nonnegative, and the absolute minima of each
summand is attained in the unique nonwandering geodesic joining the
endpoints. Therefore the minimum of Fa is also attained in this geodesic,
and thus the geodesics of Fa are the standard geodesics. K
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